Large databases provide interesting environments for hiding data. These databases store massive amounts of diverse data, they are riddled with internal mechanisms and data pools for enhancing performance, and they contain complex optimization routines that constantly change portions of the underlying file environments. The databases are valuable targets for attackers who wish to manipulate search results or hide traces of data access or modification. Despite its importance, research on data hiding in databases is relatively sparse. This chapter describes several data hiding techniques in MySQL and demonstrates the impact of data deletion on forensic analysis.
Introduction
Strong interest in big data analytics has significantly increased the amount of data that is stored and accessed using high-performance techniques. Databases enhance the performance of operations, especially searching, and enable the reconciliation and linking of large data sets, while supporting the inclusion of many complex operations. Large corporations routinely use data warehouses with workflow engines that automatically enrich raw source data with operational information and data from other data streams. These databases are often massive and provide the foundation for many corporate activities (e.g., financial analysis and billing).
Large databases are perfect places to hide data, more so because they constitute a central and, usually, trusted part of an information technology environment. This trust is usually achieved by applying automated control systems, sanity checks and audits of the higher software layers, including the input data and results. The database itself usually functions as a black box due to its high level of complexity, massive data content, throughput and relatively opaque internal operations, often introduced to enhance performance. This also results in considerable background noise when examining the deeper layer of file operations; this effectively hinders classical forensic approaches. Furthermore, a database typically holds large amounts of sensitive data, making it easier to hide data inside the database instead of extracting the data and secreting it elsewhere.
Two types of techniques are used to hide data: (i) data removal; and (ii) data disguise. Data hiding seeks to make data inaccessible without leaving any traces while data disguise involves hiding data in other normal-looking data (e.g., using steganography). An important difference exists between data hiding and cryptography. According to Bender et al. [1] , the goal of data hiding "is not to restrict or regulate access to the host signal, but rather to ensure that embedded data remain inviolate and recoverable."
The main requirements for data hiding techniques are [1]:
Access to the hidden or embedded data must be regulated.
The hidden data must be recoverable.
The integrity of the hidden data must be ensured.
This chapter proposes several techniques for hiding data in database management systems using index manipulation. A novel approach is presented for evaluating the data hiding techniques. The practical applications of the techniques are showcased using MySQL/InnoDB index mechanisms.
Background and Related Work
Databases not only store large amounts of information, but also substantial meta-information in order to facilitate fast searches and other operations on tables. Thus, considerable space is allocated that is invisible to database users, but that is, nevertheless, affected by operations and internal mechanisms. This section briefly discusses the use of database meta-information to hide data as well as the related topic of database forensics, especially forensic analyses of the index structure.
Traditional database forensics is mainly focused on analyzing the underlying filesystem layer to recover modified files [6, 13] . Internal mechanisms for guaranteeing database correctness and providing rollback functionality have been used for forensic purposes [4, 5] .
